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Welcome to the unofficial start of our “off-season!”

While the heat moves in, and we hopefully get some monsoon rains, we
have an excellent time to catch up on all things Porsche related.
Planning for fall events has already started, as has future planning for
next spring’s events (see Debi and Dave, our Cinco co-chairs, about
helping out at our Cinco ’23 event). It’s an excellent time to get ready
for all the activities that will happen when the temperatures come back
down again.

I mentioned showing your vehicles some love in the off-season last month. This month, I know that along
with planning some vehicle preparation, Debi and I are starting to plan travel as well. The Porsche Together
Fest in Indianapolis along with some Club Races may be in our future. Some folks have already made plans
to join the return trip to the Grand Canyon that Ed Koharik has put together. Summer is an excellent time to
escape the desert heat and explore other parts of the country.

If you take (or plan) a trip, if you find a new way to clean your Porsche, if you figure out that repair or
maintenance that you’ve been planning to get done - take a little extra time. Write up what you did (or plan to
do) and submit it to the newsletter or website for an article. This is a great chance to share your experiences
with fellow Porsche enthusiasts. You’d be surprised how many other folks will be interested.

Like I said last month, Enjoy the drive. Share the love.

Thanks to our Advertisers!

Please visit their websites provided below:

President's Corner

By Pat Norris

Autohaus Tucson
http://www.autohaustucson.com

Holmes Financial Services
http://www.hfsaz.com

Patsy Sable / Long Realty
http://www.patsysable.com

Porsche of Tucson
http://porscheoftucson.com

Underhill Financial
http://underhillfinancial.com

Tread Logic
https://treadlogicaz.com/
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This issue is packed full of
interesting stories from the
recent Treffen at the
Broadmoor in Colorado

Springs. It sure looked like a lot of fun! Pat and I
have yet to attend a Treffen but after hearing
how fun this one was, we will need to make more
of an effort to go!

Speaking of a fun event to go to, Cinco ’23 is in
the planning stages and we are hoping to make
a great return to our SAR signature event! Dave
Shryock and I are the co-chairpersons, and we
are looking for people interested in helping as
part of the planning committee. We have already
gathered a list of those interested and if you
would like to be included send me an email at
newsletter@pcasar.org and we will add you. If
you are already on the list, look for more
information coming soon in your email. An event
like Cinco takes a great deal of planning and
effort but the results can be a fantastic time for
all of us to showcase our beautiful cars and
enjoy some comraderie.

Finally, we have a new advertiser! Last month,
Patrick Miller wrote a great article about his
experience with Tread Logic mobile tire service.
They are excited to work with our club and will
be doing a presentation on their services at the
membership meeting at Trident Grill III on June
7. We welcome them into the PCA-SAR group of
advertisers. We appreciate our advertisers!

Stay cool and hope to see you at an event!

Submission Guidelines from the Editor and Advertising Manager

These are the preferred methods of content submission: Text can be
supplied as an email or Word, or Pages file. All photos, logos and
other graphics should be provided in their native format (JPG, TIF,
EPS, PDF, etc.). Resolution should be at least 300 dpi. Ads supplied
should also adhere to minimum dpi guidelines. The editor can
accept CDs and DVDs, but a SASE should be provided for return
purposes. Electronic content should be sent to
newsletter@pcasar.com. Content for ads should be sent with
payment to Ken Holmes at advert@pcasar.com.

Editor's Column
By Debi Norris
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June
07 - Membership Meeting - Check
website for details

11 - Monthly Breakfast - Pastiche on
Campbell

12/18 - Porsche Parade - Poconos, PA

18 - Chapman Cars and Coffee

21 - Board Meeting

July
01 - Tour and Lunch to Superior, AZ

05 - Membership Meeting - Check
website for details

16 - Monthly Breakfast - Pastiche on
Campbell

19 - No Board Meeting this month

August
02 - Membership Meeting - Check
website for details

06 - Night at the Diamondbacks - Arizona
Region Event

13 - Monthly Breakfast - Pastiche on
Campbell

16 - Board Meeting

Upcoming Events

Local events in Bold

Upcoming Events Around Arizona
Check out what is happening in our
neighboring regions to the north:

Arizona Region
June
01 - Monthly Membership Meeting
08 - Day Trip to Prescottt
24-26 - Alpine Tour XXI
July
06 - Monthly Membership Meeting
16 - Tour to Red Rock State Park

Arizona Mountain Region
June
18 - Father's Day Tour and Picnic to Fort
Tuthill
July
01- Tour to Williams
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“Treffen” means “to meet.” That is the entire concept
behind the PCA Treffens: an opportunity for PCA
members to meet their fellow Porsche enthusiasts in
some of the most spectacular locations in North America
… to drive some of the best roads and enjoy luxurious
hospitality at a world-class hotel. The choice for the
Spring 2022 Treffen was the iconic Broadmoor Hotel in
Colorado Springs.

Ten SAR members were fortunate enough to attend this
year. Each couple
was able to choose
from a plethora of
tours and local
attractions. After a
day of driving, all
event participants
would gather
together for social
gatherings like the
welcome party,
opening dinner,
cocktail hour and
tour at the Penrose
Museum, and

closing dinner.
Speaking for myself, it was so much fun to mingle again
after two years of being fairly isolated.

Everyone had a safe journey to Colorado Springs.
Richard Kepner drove his new
992 Targa 4S Heritage
Design Edition Porsche on its
‘virgin’ cross-country voyage
… and garnered a lot of
attention wherever he went.
He even ventured it up the
winding road to Pikes Peak …
until Park Rangers closed the
road due to ice and snow at
13,000 feet.

Yes, snow! In typical Colorado fashion, the weather was
unpredictable. It had snowed the week before our arrival
so on tours to higher elevations, white patches of snow
were abundant. Thunderstorms threatened, but never
dampened our outdoor festivities … but the blustery
winds and wind chill during the PCA Reception and the
Social at the Penrose Museum made it almost
unbearable. (Being cold sounds pretty good now as we
swelter in the Tucson heat.)

The weather was perfect when the Crowleys and
Kepners hosted an SAR “pre-” party on the balconies of
their rooms prior to the Treffen Opening Dinner. All
enjoyed wine, appetizers and conversation as we looked
out over the golf course, Cheyenne Lake, and the
mountains. We also enjoyed listening to the haunting
chimes from the Will Rogers Memorial in the distance.

The main focus of Treffen events, besides visiting and
eating … is driving. We all went our separate ways to
sight-see the many attractions around Colorado Springs.
Hope you enjoy these photos on the following pages of
our adventures!

Rocky Mountain High:
Treffen 2022

By Barb Crowley – Lifetime Member
Photos by the Kendlers, Crowleys and

Kepners

SAR members at Treffen L to R: Shryocks,
Kepners, Crowleys, Kendlers and the Guinns.
(Photo by Tom Brown)
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Garden of the Gods: This
was not an official tour, but
most attendees drove to
the park to view the
stunning red sandstone
rock formations. Our room
keys were customized with
a picture of three colorful
Porsches winding their way
through the park. One of
our Broadmoor waitresses
commented that she’d
seen hundreds of
customized guest keys but
Treffen’s was her favorite.

On Friday night, a social was held outside the Penrose Museum. A couple of neat racecars were
displayed. After mingling about, groups were brought into the museum for a private presentation by two
famous Pikes Peak race drivers. Their stories were very informative and entertaining … and scary. Those
drivers are fearless. They ended with a Q & A. Then we all wandered about the wonderful auto and buggy
displays, looked at photos and watched exciting videos depicting the history of the Pikes Peak Hill Climb.
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Another tour was to Bishop Castle. The drive was lovely and snaked through scenic
valleys and pine forests. The Castle is an “elaborate and intricate one-man project.” It
has LOTS of winding iron mesh staircases and walkways that seemed a bit unstable if
not downright dangerous. We were pretty concerned when Dennis climbed up to the top
and went across the ‘bridge’ to get a photo. Quite the daredevil. The rock wall
formations, stained glass windows and the dragon sculpture were worth the visit. BTW…
you don’t want to climb around this castle if you are afraid of heights … or of structures
without any building codes!
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One of the most famous mountains in the country is the majestic Pikes Peak. The
equally famous road was created by Spencer Penrose, who built the Broadmoor Hotel.
It is a 19-mile highway that includes the twelve-plus miles covered annually in the
Pikes Peak Hill Climb (also known as the Race to the Clouds.) Drivers on this tour
compared notes …”How far up did you go before the snow kept you from getting to the
peak?” It changed daily depending on the temperatures.
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The Royal Gorge is a
spectacular steep-walled gorge
cut by the Arkansas River. It is
over 1,000 feet deep and six
miles long. During the late
1870s, feverish mining activity
necessitated the building of the
Royal Gorge Railroad to carry
ore. It is now a Colorado
attraction and was the
destination for one of the Treffen
tours. It was a two-hour
excursion. We opted to take the
‘Dome Car’ of the 1950s-era
train. It offered the best views of
the sheer rock walls of the
canyon. A highlight was passing
under the famous Hanging
Bridge built in 1879 and still in
use today. It was constructed
where the gorge narrows to 30
feet. Our guide told us about all
the history of the railroad as we
chugged up the track while we
chugged down some delicious
drinks from the bar. After the trip,
Richard got to sit in the cab in
the engineer’s seat!

Kathleen Kendler shares their Treffen
experiences at Cripple Creek and
Seven Falls:

Jim and I went on the Cripple Creek Tour. We were
given the lowdown the day prior from the Guinns and
were looking forward to it. From other sources, we
were told it's a casino town and not much else. That
did not prove the case. On the Cripple Creek portion
of the drive, we stopped at the Heritage
Center. There we were met by actors from the local
guild. They were dressed in period garb and told us
of their lives in the beginning of Cripple Creek. We
learned about the town's mayor and his business wife
who ran a brothel. Then we met the woman doctor
whose life was the basis of the Dr Quinn, Medicine
Woman television show. The enactment ended with
the grandson of the town's founding member miner. It
was awesome and was topped off with homemade
baked goods for refreshments. After that we drove
around the countryside, stopped for lunch and
returned to Colorado Springs.
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PCA, the Treffen North America Committee, and the members of the Alpine Mountain Region did a great job of
organizing this event. All in all, Treffen was a wonderful experience in and about scenic Colorado Springs at a
beautiful old-world hotel. It had been postponed for two years but was well worth the wait.

On Navigator's Day Off, Jim and I opted for Seven Falls for
an easy hike with beautiful scenery. Seven Falls is operated
by the Broadmoor and is a set of seven cascading falls along
the South Cheyenne Creek. When we arrived at the site, we
had a choice of walking or taking the tram to the stairs (224
of them.) We chose to walk. The scenery was majestic.
When we arrived at the gift shop area, there was an elevator
or steps to a viewing area of the falls, seven cascading falls,
all of which you could not see from that vantage point. I
chose the elevator to scope out the falls while I debated
whether or not I would climb the steps to all the falls. After
we descended that viewing area, we proceeded to the falls.
We could see the crisscrossing steps before ever seeing the
falls. The steps looked steep and daunting. Jim hurried up
the steps while I just took my time. I saw several
different types of falls that had explanations of their
uniqueness from each other. I found the climb down much
easier than the climb up but the trek was well worth the effort
to see all of the falls.
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There is a special place in my heart for the Broadmoor
Hotel – site of this year’s spring Treffen. I had heard
stories about this hotel since I was a kid. My mom and
dad had very fond memories of the hotel and told my
husband and me to be sure to visit it if we were ever in
Colorado Springs. Decades ago, we made our first stop at
this grand old hotel. We were in awe. We had never seen
such a place. We enjoyed a casual lunch poolside,
wandered about to see the property, then made our way
to a Motel 6 for the night.

The next time we visited, we had a luxurious lunch at
“The Terrace Garden Room.” Again, we were in awe of
the setting … an elegant pavilion lined with lush foliage
and a high ceiling adorned with crystal lights. That was
the most expensive lunch we’d ever had. We then went
around the grounds to see the beautiful championship
golf course. Leaning over a railing, Dennis quipped,
“Someday we’ll come back here and I’ll play this course
and we’ll even splurge and spend the night.” Being two
busy (and underpaid) school teachers, it seemed like an
out-of-reach dream … something to add to our bucket
list.

In 2018 we had retired and decided to fulfill some of our
dreams. One was to stay at the Broadmoor. My parents
had had great memories of the Broadmoor and now we
would too. It was that summer that our family sold the
family farm that had been built by hand by my
grandfather. While emptying out the attic … deep in a
little nook, an envelope was found. It was a Kodak
envelope containing film negatives. It was from a film
developing shop in
Colorado Springs
and it was picked
up by my dad on
December 24,
1942! I was
looking at the
negatives in our
room at the
Broadmoor when I
recognized the
images … they
were large
negatives of the
Broadmoor! Also
were vague dark
images (negatives)
of my mom and
dad! Dad was all

decked out in his Army Air Corps uniform. How unreal
was that?

In our room was a notebook all about the hotel. It
included a schedule of all the special occasions being
held that year during its Centennial Celebration. I found
out that the hotel had a special connection to veterans.
Each year it had a photo contest. “In honor of Veteran’s
Day, we salute generations of service members that have
passed through our doors with a photo contest. Have you
spent a special moment at The Broadmoor with someone
in the armed forces? Share it with us via social media!
We would love to see your photos of military balls,
homecomings, or special military moments spent at the
most unique resort in the world.” For the contest,
entrants needed to provide a short story about the photo.
The reward for the winning photo? A two night stay at
the Broadmoor along with a $300 voucher to be spent
however we chose.

When we returned to Tucson, I had those negatives
processed. (No easy task these days!) The photos clearly
showed my youthful parents with the hotel in the
background. I recognized the lamp fixtures that had been
described during a tour of the Broadmoor. They were
Olmstead Bros. - designed wrought iron street lamps.
(The brothers’ father was the famous architect of Central
Park.) My parents had died decades ago and I didn’t
know the whole story behind the pictures but my 90-
year-old aunt filled me in. Here’s the story that I
submitted with the photo:

“My parents married on Oct. 14, 1942…he was 22…
she was 21. They hastily arranged and got married

during dad’s two-
week furlough. Dad
enlisted as an
officer (Lieutenant).
(Their wedding
photo shows dad in
uniform). He was
sent to Army Air
Corps training in
Colorado Springs.
They spent the
holiday season
there. They were
newlyweds and
honeymooned at the
Broadmoor and
then continued to

A Special Place
By Barb Crowley – Lifetime Member
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live there for several months. It was their first
‘home’ until my dad was sent overseas to Europe
after completing his training. I came to find out
that The Broadmoor served as lodging for
‘overflow’ officers training at the Colorado
Springs US Army Air Base. My parents always
spoke fondly of the Broadmoor Hotel.”

“During ‘free time,’ the newlyweds visited some of
Colorado Springs sites such as Garden of the
Gods, Seven Falls and the Will Rogers Memorial.
My brother was probably conceived at Broadmoor
just before our dad left for WWII.” (no wonder my
folks always said they had great memories of their
time at the Broadmoor.) My mother returned to the
family farm until my dad’s return from the war.

Imagine the thrill when I received an email from the
hotel. We won the photo contest! We would be able
to return to the hotel as its guests! We returned in
2019 for our second stay and celebrated our
anniversary. We reenacted several of the photos that
had been in that old Kodak envelope. Fast forward
to 2020 … Treffen was to be held at the Broadmoor.

Of course we had to sign up for it! That event, along
with hundreds of others, had to be canceled. But
two years later we had the opportunity to return for
our third stay…this time with hundreds of
Porschephiles for the PCA Treffen. This grand hotel
will never lose its special place in my heart for our
family history and for all the memories it has
provided.

A few more memorable
photos from Treffen

Broadmoor.
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July Weekday Tour
Superior, Arizona

Friday, July 1st, 2022

Get an early start to the 4th of July weekend
with a Weekday Tour up to

Superior, Arizona.

We will meet at the Speedway Gas Station,
8080 N. Oracle Road, at 9:15AM and depart at 9:30AM.

After the tour we will enjoy lunch at the
Silver King Smokehouse & Salon.

Please sign up early at www.motorsportreg.com.
No registration fees. Separate checks.

Tour length up to Superior is approximately 90 miles. Please
have a full tank of fuel at departure location.
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Come Join Us for Breakfast

Our monthly breakfast get-togethers are becoming quite popular! Don't forget our usual Saturday
breakfast has a new location. Come on out to Pastiche at 3025 N. Campbell on June 11th at 8:00a.m.
There’s a reason “It’s not just the cars, it’s the people” has been a PCA slogan for years – it's true! Our Club
Breakfasts are the perfect way to get to know some great Porsche People. Hope to see you there!

The 2022 Cinco de Mayo Tour
By Jerry Fouts

On Saturday May 7th, 2022, we had 18 cars and 34 folks who wanted to explore some new territory. Jim Kendler picked
the start/finish locations and Jerry Fouts determined the route to the restaurant Jim had picked for lunch. We met at the
parking lot of the Desert Diamond Casino on Pima Mine Road in Sahaurita, AZ and ended at Teresa’s Mosaic Café in
west Tucson. The route toured around the Pima Mine and over some interesting roads, less traveled. It also included an
optional challenge of questions to answer about the route. Everyone had a great time, and many commented on the fact
they had never been on many parts of the route. The answers were graded resulting in a 3–way tie for first place.
Determined by a tie-breaker question, Leonard & Maia Schenkel were the ultimate winners and received a wine basket
and chocolates as their reward. Many thanks to all the volunteers who helped make this fun event successful!
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Willkommen, Bonjour, Glad to Meet You
By Kathleen Kendler – Membership Chair

It is mid-May, 2022, as I finish this article to send off to the editor. Our new members for April/May are:

Residing in Tucson

Joseph & Celine Cohn 4/18/2022
Robert Leyden 4/26/2022
Peter Spiegel 5/9/2022

Outside of Tucson
Sean Burcham 5/9/2022 Oro Valley
Fred Schmidt 5/10/2022 Green Valley
Gary Seamus 5/9/2022 Sierra Vista
Gerald Stoops 3/23/2022 Green Valley

Transferring In
Gregg and Rebecca Plourde 5/18/2022 Sacramento Valley

Test Drive participants:
NO new members
Test Drive is a program where non-porsche owners may join for a limited time while searching for a Porsche.

As of May 1st, 2022
Total Primary Members 364
Affiliate Members 240
Lifetime Member 1
Total 605

Gary Seamans and Robert Leyden converted their test drive experience to full membership. Welcome to the club.

Jim & I attended Treffen in Colorado Springs a few weeks ago. There were eight others from SAR. I believe we all had
a great time! Dennis & Mary Lou, sorry you weren’t able to make it due to Dennis’ recovery.

I also attended the rather fun & festive Cinco rally. Jerry & Darlene Fouts, Pat and Debi Norris, Randy Hannon, and
Jim Kendler planned a wonderful event. The rally ended in a three-way-tie that had to go to tie breaker questions.
Congrats Maia and Leonard Schenkel on winning.

You may notice some dates prior the first of the month. The monthly report I receive is from the last business day of
the previous month. I also include new members from e-mails I receive from National up to the date I write the
Willkommen.

If you know of anyone in the club not receiving the newsletter, ask them to check their profile settings in their National
PCA account. If they need help, they can send me an e-mail. I’ll assist them in getting the information corrected. The
most recent issues for people not getting the announcements and newsletter are that they have opted out of regional
emails, or they no longer use the email listed in their national account. I use the national database to send out notices
for the club. If your email address is incorrect, you must change it in your profile. I cannot change it for you, but I can
assist you in getting it changed.
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The INDE HPDE Event on March 25th and 26th was Great!
By George Meisch

This was my first time doing anything like this. It was a thrill to drive my car around the track. It took lots
of concentration and attention. I learned how to drive again (just as I learned how to wash a car again)!
Or I should say, I am learning to drive again. I have known about the physics, but now I apply it to how I
handle my car on the track. Being smooth and looking ahead are key elements. I benefited from my
instructor and the classroom sessions. The track was great, and I liked going counterclockwise more with
the turns coming sooner.

……” brake - brake - brake, turn - turn, go - go” ……

The organization and staff were great! I look forward
to November 5th and 6th.

Editor's Note: Registration for the next INDE Driver's
Education Event will open on August 1st. Go to
www.motorsportreg.com for more details.

Impressions of DM50 Car Show 2022

By Dan Gann

My wife Debbie and I entered and attended the DM50 car show for the first time on April 16, 2022. WOW!
What a wonderful experience. It was a beautiful day and there were seven club members attending. Naturally,
all the Porsches were looking great. There were many beautiful new, old and modified cars and trucks.

It was also a chance to get a view of how expansive the
base is and converse with some of the young enlisted
men and women and retirees. It gave us a good feeling to
know how dedicated and enthusiastic these young people
are. It appeared to be a fun day for them and their families
with many of them working as volunteers serving food and
beverages.

Our thanks to Jim Kendler for being our “guide” and
answering our questions about the Base. It was also
rewarding to know that we were making a donation which
will benefit those service families. We look forward to
DM50 2023 and want to thank all those who made this a
successful event.
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C C C – Chapman Cars
and Coffee

By John Herold – Dealer
Liason

This is just a friendly reminder that
Chapman is having their monthly C&C on
Saturday morning, June 18th from
7:00-9:00AM. Since their invitation
extends across all of their dealerships, it
will be in the East end of the Honda
dealership’s lot (it has the most room).

There have been many marques
represented over the last few months and
the Porsches have always made a good
showing. Let’s try to keep that up
(because the Honda S2000s usually
come out in force, too!)

It’s casual and fun, and the talk is always
good. Hope to see you there.

Cindy Barrett
By Kathleen Kendler

I am sad to inform you of the death of a previous club member.
Cindy Barrett passed away peacefully after a long struggle with
cancer on April 6th, 2022. Her celebration of life ceremony was
on April 28th.

I met Cindy many years ago at a PCA-SAR Cinco de Mayo
event held at the Tucson Country Club. She and her husband
Rick were supporting the Humane Society’s events that
surrounded our event. Cindy was a fund raiser for Angel Charity
for Children and the Southern Arizona Humane Society. I found
Cindy to be open and easy to talk to whenever we attended the
same events. She and Rick were married for 40 years. If you
should see Rick, offer him your care and concern.

Cindy, you will be missed.
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This Just In!

As I was finishing up this month’s ZN, Jim Kendler sent me several photos from the recent trip to Winslow,
Arizona (can you ever hear that name and not hum the tune?). Enjoy these photos now and look for more,
along with an article, in our August edition!
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Exclusive PCA apparel and accessories
Place your PCA pride on display with exclusive apparel, lifestyle products, and vehicle accessories. The PCA 
online store features a wide variety of shirts, jackets, hats, car models, PCA Region items, and much more for 
PHQ��ZRPHQ��DQG�FKLOGUHQ�ɾ

SHOP ONLINE:  www.pcawebstore.org
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Helping to protect, grow 
and manage the financial 
assets of accomplished 
individuals and 
business owners

Assisting our clients to 
achieve their personal 
financial goals

Coordinating clients’ 
personal financial 
plans with legal and 
tax professionals 

WE FOCUS ON:

Underhill Financial Advisors, LLC
3146 N. Swan Rd.

(520) 795-2950  •  (866) 231-7384
james.underhill@underhillfinancial.com

www.underhillfinancial.com

The Underhill Team
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Your Life is our Life’s Work
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